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Daily Programme

Contact Groups, informal consultations, workshops and other meetings of the Convention and Protocol bodies

ADP

10.00–13.00 Workshop on low-emission development opportunities* (Open to Parties and observers) Plenary Hall
15.00–16.30 Round table on workstream 2: Catalysing action** (Open to Parties and observers) Wasserwerk
16:30–18.00 Round table on workstream 1: Setting the scene** (Open to Parties and observers) Wasserwerk

* Additional information on the workshop is available at <http://unfccc.int/7489.php>.
** Additional information on the round tables is available at <http://unfccc.int/7387.php>.

Status report on consideration of agenda items as at 29 April 2013
The status report information is published exclusively on the in-session web pages of the Convention and protocol bodies. Please use the link to the corresponding web page below.

Special announcement
(Closed meetings)

14.00–15.00 Executive Secretary briefing with Intergovernmental Organizations (WCCB) Meeting Room F

Participants are kindly reminded to consult the CCTV monitors for any last-minute changes. In order to reduce paper consumption, the Daily Programme is only made available electronically.
Forthcoming other meetings and events

Exchange of views with the SBI Chair in preparation for discussions on the SBI provisional agenda item 17 "Arrangements for intergovernmental meetings"
Thursday, 2 May, 6.00 p.m. to 7.00 p.m.

Information event by the co-chairs of the work programme on long-term finance
Friday, 3 May, 1.00 p.m. to 2.00 p.m.